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                    Abstract
Purpose
Hazard-resistant materials for homes promise environmental benefits, such as avoided waste and materials for repairs, which can be overlooked by scoping in life-cycle assessment (LCA) approaches. Our motivation for pursuing this research was to see how incorporating these avoided losses in the LCA could impact choices between hazard-resistant and traditional materials.
Methods
Two choices common in home construction were analyzed using an LCA process that incorporates catastrophe modeling to consider avoided losses made possible with hazard-resistant materials. These findings were compared to those based on a similar LCA that did not consider these avoided losses. The choices considered were standard windows vs. windows with impact-resistant glass and standard windows with no opening protection vs. standard windows with impact-resistant storm panels.
Results and discussion
For the window comparisons, the standard products were environmentally preferable when avoided losses from storm events were not considered in the LCA. However, when avoided losses were considered, the hazard-resistant products were environmentally preferable. Considering avoided losses in LCAs, as illustrated by the window choices, can change which product appears to be the environmentally preferable option. Further, as home service life increases, the environmental net benefit of the hazard-resistant product increases.
Conclusions
Our results show the value of an LCA approach which allows more complete scopings of comparisons between hazard-resistant materials and their traditional counterparts. This approach will help translate the impacts of hazard-resistant products into the more familiar language used to talk about “green” products, enabling more informed decisions by product manufacturers, those who develop building certification systems and codes, researchers, and other building industry stakeholders.
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                    Notes
	Atlanta, Georgia, was the closest location alternative to Miami. As this location is consistent for both model homes, location differences will have a negligible impact on final results. Because energy usage was calculated separately, climate differences between Atlanta and Miami do not affect operating energy results.


	Global warming potential is shown since it is closely correlated with the other environmental indicators, unless the disaster-resistant product has an inordinately high contribution to any of the other key indicators, which was not the case here.


	Roughly 2/3 of the overall global warming potential results from operational energy during the use of the home. Roughly 1/3 of the global warming potential results from embodied energy of the materials for the home. Of the embodied energy, roughly 3 % is from the windows themselves. The choices Marlo is making impact the embodied energy, but not the operational energy. Other hazard-resistant systems, for example, windows that included more insulation and impact resistance, may impact operational energy.
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